2017 GOLF BALL LINE-UP
S4 - STRAIGHTEST TOUR PREMIUM BALL on the market. 2014 Golf Digest Hot List Winner, provides
white base with a proprietary pearlescent blue color makes this a hybrid white/color ball for even the most
traditional golfer, providing better visibility in light. The S4 is designed for faster swing speeds to
experience penetrating ball flight. Reinforced high-grade Urethane cover provides the perfect feel, spin
and durability. Currently in play by Bubba Watson and others on the PGA, Web.com and Champions Tour.
Patented 336 Quasi-Cubeoctahedron Dimple Pattern - Longer descending distance and longer ball flight.
Swing Speed: 95 + mph
Compression: 105
Available in: White/Blue Pearl, Pink, Green
S3 - STRAIGHTEST TOUR PREMIUM BALL, and Orange S3 a 2-time winner on the LPGA Tour!
The S3 is played on the PGA Tour, Web.com, LPGA and Champions Tour. Best in class durability make the
S3 an option for any advanced player. LOWEST driver spin and HIGHEST wedge spin of any TOUR
PREMIUM BALL. Bismuth Enhanced Power Core = Maximum distance and more consistent shots. Double
Urethane Cover provides perfect soft feel, tenacious spin rates and extreme durability.
Patented 336 Quasi-Cubeoctahedron Dimple Pattern - Longer descending distance and longer ball flight.
Swing Speed: 80 + mph
Compression: 95
Available in: White/Blue Pearl, Orange
VIBE - The Best of All Worlds - Ultra Soft, Tour Quality 3-Piece Urethane for Every Player
A Urethane golf ball for every skill level! Perfect “soft” option for tour players, advanced golfers and
beginners alike. Combining a “players” ball with a soft feel off the club face makes the VIBE the perfect
combination of distance and straightness off the tee shots due to a low driver spin. In play on PGA Tour,
LPGA Tour and Champions Tour. Extremely Low 65-Compression For Soft Feel/Tour Quality Cover.
Patented 336 Quasi-Cubeoctahedron Dimple Pattern - Longer descending distance and longer ball flight.
Swing Speed: 60 + mph
Compression: 65
Available in: Yellow and White
VIVID XT - The Official Golf Ball of World Long Drive, Now in a Matte Finish!
The winner of the 2016 WLD won with drives of 439 and 437 yards with orange and pink. If you swing
above 100 MPH with your driver, you are going to want to check this ball out. Excellent putting feel and
optimal spin rates with 4-piece construction, patented durable Zirconium Cover and patented 392 CubeOctahedron dimple pattern. This Volvik ball is an extremely durable maximum distance ball with a low
driver spin that will fight the wind.
Swing Speed: 105 + mph
Compression: 100
Matte Colors: White, Orange, Pink, Yellow, Green
VIVID - The World's First Ever Matte Finish Golf Ball - World Class Visibility and Performance!
VIVID is unique in combining Volvik’s neon colors, an amazing matte finish, plus the amazing
performance that CRYSTAL is famous for. VIVID has tested as one of the longest golf balls on the
market today, especially for slower to medium swing speeds. VIVID increases visibility in the air and on
the ground. Straighter, more consistent, extremely soft feel with optimal spin rates around the green
provide ‘Stop And Spin’ Control. Line you putts up with the distinct putting line.
Swing Speed: 60 - 90 mph
Compression: 80
Matte Colors: White, Yellow, Orange, Sherbet, Green, Red, Pink
CRYSTAL - The New and Improved Best-Selling Crystal Ball!
The new 322-Octahedron dimple pattern gives extended flight time, higher ball flight and stability. Best
option for players with a swing speed under 95 MPH to gain extreme distance. Explosive distance is
provided by a combination of the innovative Power Core, Control Layer and Zirconium Z-I Outer Cover. A
distinctive putting feel and optimal spin rates are made possible by more durable/softer Surlyn crystalline
cover. Enhanced visibility provided by the brightest colors available in the game.
Swing Speed: 60 - 90 mph
Compression: 80 58 Cover Hardness
Available in Orange, Green, Yellow, Pink, Ruby, White or Assorted Orange, Yellow, Green and Pink.
DS-55 is the latest version of the DS (Dual Spin) series by Volvik. The first in the DS series was the DS-77,
a popular 77-compression distance ball that specialized in performing like a low spinning distance ball off
the tee that increased in spin the closer the golfer got to the green. Volvik has produced the same results
with the DS-55, but this is their softest ball ever at a 55 compression. The DS series reduces side spin,
slices and hooks for increased accuracy and longer distance. This golf ball is designed for moderate swing
speed players needing help with side spin reduction and more distance. Soft core produces a pleasant soft
feel, more accurate shot control, and extremely soft putting feel.
Swing Speed: 40 - 90 mph
Compression: 55
Available in: Yellow, White
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DS77
The Volvik DS-77 is designed to perform with extreme distance and soft feel. The DS stands for Dual Spin,
which means you will experience low driver-spin and longer impact time and less side-spin for straighter
drives, while the spin will increase as you move closer to the green to provide a ball with great touch and
greater spin around the greens. Features a high Coefficient of Restitution (COR) for maximum ball speed
and high velocity core provides maximum ball speed. The 372 dimple pattern delivers increased flight time
and reduces drag for more distance off the tee.
Swing Speed: 60 - 90 mph
Compression: 77
Available in: Pink, Yellow, Orange, White

